
1 Deriving a Holling Type-II functional response

We will begin with the simplest model of prey capture as a function of prey density.
If we define the total number of prey captured, y (units [D], for density or mass per
unit area), as a function of the amount of time searched, Ts (units [T] for time), the
prey density, x (units [D]), and the rate of searching, a (units [T−1]), then we can
write:

y = axTs. (1)

This equation is a linear functional response; in other words, a Type-I functional
response. For many predator-prey systems, this sufficiently describes the rates at
which predators remove prey from populations. One of the assumptions this makes
is that time is spent searching and not handing prey, whether that is preparing (e.g.,
killing, breaking into bite-sized pieces, removing husks) or digesting prey. For some
predator-prey systems handling prey takes a sufficient amount of time that we want
to include it in our model. We do this by writing that by writing that the total time,
Tt (units [T]) is made up of two parts: the time spent searching defined above and
the time spent handling prey times, b (units [T][D−1]), the number of prey defined
above:

Tt = Ts + by. (2)

We can rearrange the equation to isolate Ts as Ts = Tt − by, and substitute it into
eqn. 1:

y = ax (Tt − by) . (3)

If we now solve for y, which is, again, what we want to model, then we can do the
following algebraic rearrangement:

y = aTtx− abyx

y + abyx = aTtx

y (1− abx) = aTtx

y =
aTtx

1 + abx
.

(5)

We now want to turn this into a rate to go into our system of differential equations.
The units of our differential equations, dN/dt, are [D][T−1], so the right-hand side
needs to be the same to balance them. This means we want the right-hand terms
to be [D][T−1] as well. To turn eqn. 4 into units of [D][T−1], we need to divide
both sides by the total time of the experiment, Tt, and change the symbol for prey
density, x, to match our text as V . Now, we can plug it in as a term in our differential
equation:

dV

dt
= prey growth−

(
aV

1 + abV

)
P

dP

dt
= h

((
aV

1 + abV

)
P

)
− predator death.

(6)

Here, h is a function that represents the conversion of prey biomass to predator
biomass.
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2 Table with parameters, units, and dimensions

Parameter/variable Units Dimension

y [D] prey density removed
x [D] prey density present
Tt [T] time
Ts [T] time
N [D] density
V [D] density
P [D] density
a [T−1] predator search rate
b [T][D−1] handling time per unit density of prey

3 Functional response graphs

We can plot the two functional responses, linear and saturating, as prey removal by
predators as a function of prey density.
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